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Abstract
This paper presents a novel neural architecture search (NAS)
framework for graph neural networks (GNNs). We design
an expressive search space that focuses on a common and
critical component of GNNs — propagation model. Specifi-
cally, we search for propagation matrices and the connections
between propagation steps. Our search space covers vari-
ous graph types, e.g., homogeneous graphs, heterogeneous
graphs, and can be naturally extended to higher-dimensional
recommender systems and spatial-temporal data. We pro-
pose a sampling-based one-shot NAS algorithm to search
for appropriate propagation patterns efficiently. Extensive
experiments in three different scenarios are used to evaluate
the proposed framework. We show that the performance of
the models obtained by our framework is better than state-
of-the-art GNN methods. Furthermore, our framework can
discover explainable meta-graphs in heterogeneous graphs.
1 Introduction
Graphs are a ubiquitous form of modeling complex interac-
tions among individual entities and have a broad range of ap-
plications in social network analysis (Tang et al. 2009), rec-
ommender systems (Monti, Bronstein, and Bresson 2017),
drug discovery (Gilmer et al. 2017), etc. Graph neural
networks (GNNs) are a class of deep learning models that
operate on graphs, and have achieved remarkable perfor-
mance in many graph-based machine learning tasks (Gilmer
et al. 2017; Kipf and Welling 2017; Monti, Bronstein,
and Bresson 2017; Zhang and Chen 2018). These neural
networks all fall into a general neighborhood propagation (or
message passing) framework (Gilmer et al. 2017; Hamilton,
Ying, and Leskovec 2017) which can take arbitrary graph
structures as input.
Within the neighborhood propagation framework, dif-
ferent GNN variants have designed different propagation
models (Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019; Dehmamy, Baraba´si, and
Yu 2019; Kipf and Welling 2017; Xu et al. 2018) to represent
different characteristics of the underlying graph. Here by
the term propagation model we mean propagation matrices
and how they are connected. For example, GCN (Kipf and
Welling 2017) chooses the normalized adjacency matrix
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(with added self-loops) to propagate features between one-
hop neighbors, while MixHop (Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019)
employs powers of the propagation matrix of GCN in order
to combine information at multiple distances. JK-Net (Xu
et al. 2018) adds skip connections to alleviate the problem
of varying subgraph structures. And the GNN architecture
in (Dehmamy, Baraba´si, and Yu 2019) incorporates different
normalized versions of the adjacency matrix to learn graph
moments.
Even though these hand-designed propagation models en-
hance GNN’s representational power from multiple aspects,
different requirements of various real-world applications
may not be fulfilled by a fixed propagation model. For
example, in a sparsely connected graph or a graph with few
labeled nodes, long distance propagation may be needed to
smooth features of more nodes, while in a dense graph the
same propagation model may lead to over-smoothing and
thus indistinguishable node representations (Li, Han, and
Wu 2018; Xu et al. 2018). Therefore, we argue that it is a
better way to learn a suitable propagation model from data
by selecting propagation matrices and forming appropriate
connections between them, which can be regarded as a
data-driven approach to achieving combinatorial generaliza-
tion (Battaglia et al. 2018) of hand-designed GNNs.
Our argument is further justified by heterogeneous graphs
which contain various node types and edge types, and
they are the form of most real-world graph-based systems.
GNNs designed specifically for heterogeneous graphs (Fu
et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2018) employ
dataset-specific hand-crafted rules (e.g., meta-paths (Sun
et al. 2011)) to guide feature propagation and exploit rich
semantic information. However, it can be extremely difficult
to manually design meta-paths with little or no domain
knowledge, especially for complicated systems (e.g., various
types of atoms). In addition, many real-world applications
involve paired graphs from two complementary perspec-
tives, both of which provide useful information (Monti,
Bronstein, and Bresson 2017; Rao et al. 2015). For instance,
in recommender systems items and users constitute their
own graphs based on similarity respectively. In such sce-
narios, the space of possible joint propagation models is
much larger than the space of a single graph, so it is much
more difficult to design an appropriate one to simultaneously
exploit complementary information of paired graphs.
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Method Propagation matrices Connection Graph type
MixHop Multiple hops Concatenation Homogeneous
Hand- JK-Net One-hop Path with SC Homogeneous
designed HAN Meta-path based neighbors Path Heterogeneous
RMGCNN Chebyshev polynomials Path Paired
Learned GTN Edge types Path Heterogeneous
NAS AGNN One-hop Path HomogeneousPOSE Task-dependent DAG Task-dependent
Table 1: Comparison of POSE with relevant approaches on designing GNN architectures. SC denotes skip connections, and
DAG denotes directed acyclic graph.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we present
a unified framework to search for propagation models for
GNN, namely POSE (Propagation mOdel SEarch). We
design an expressive search space that focuses on neigh-
borhood propagation patterns, covering multiple important
graph types, e.g., homogeneous, heterogeneous and paired
graphs (see Table 1). To efficiently search for propagation
models in such a search space, we draw inspiration from
recent advancements in one-shot neural architecture search
(NAS) (Dong and Yang 2019; Liu, Simonyan, and Yang
2019; Yao et al. 2020b; Zhang et al. 2020; Yao et al.
2020a), the key of which is to train a super network that
contains all candidate propagation models. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to apply NAS to heteroge-
neous graphs and paired graphs, two important application
scenarios other than homogeneous ones. To accelerate the
training of the supernet, we propose a single path sampling
method so that in each iteration both forward and backward
propagations are performed only on the sampled paths in the
supernet. We evaluate POSE in three different experimental
scenarios, and the performance of the models obtained by
POSE is better than state-of-the-art baseline models in all
cases, which proves the effectiveness and broad applicability
of our framework. Compared with existing one-shot NAS
algorithms, our method improves the search efficiency by a
large margin. Moreover, case study shows that POSE can
discover explainable meta-graphs in heterogeneous graphs.
Notations Let H(l) ∈ RN×dl denote the output of the l-th
layer, where N denotes the number of nodes in the graph
and dl denotes the number of features. Initial input features
are denoted by H(0). We use A to denote the adjacency
matrix, andM to denote the set which contains all candidate
propagation matrices.
2 Related Work
2.1 Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
Spectral graph neural networks (Bruna et al. 2013) define
convolution in the Fourier domain by computing the eigen-
decomposition of the graph Laplacian. Defferrard, Bres-
son, and Vandergheynst approximate spectral filters with
Chebyshev polynomials and avoid the expensive compu-
tation of eigen-decomposition. GCN (Kipf and Welling
2017) simplifies previous methods via a localized first-order
approximation. Follow-up works (Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019;
Li et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019) employ higher powers of
the graph convolution of GCN to aggregate information
from more distant nodes. JK-Net (Xu et al. 2018) designs
a layer-wise aggregation framework that makes node rep-
resentations adaptive to structural variety. Non-spectral ap-
proaches (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; Velicˇkovic´
et al. 2018; Li et al. 2016) directly design operations on
spatially close neighbors. Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec
use max-pooling and LSTM to aggregate node features.
Velicˇkovic´ et al. adopt the attention mechanism and allow
the model to assign different importance to nodes of the
same neighborhood. Li et al. utilize gated recurrent units.
Although our work is based on GCN, it is fully compatible
with non-spectral variants (e.g., GraphSAGE (Hamilton,
Ying, and Leskovec 2017), GAT (Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2018))
by substituting graph convolution with other aggregation
functions.
2.2 Heterogeneous Graphs and Meta-paths
GNNs in Section 2.1 are intended for homogeneous graphs,
but they do not take into account that many real-world
problems come with heterogeneous graphs which contain
multiple types of nodes and edges (Sun et al. 2011).
For example, nodes in an academic graph are catego-
rized into authors, papers, conferences, etc. Approaches
that naively treat neighbors as homogeneous lose semantic
information and get sub-optimal performance (Wang et al.
2019). To address the heterogeneity, meta-paths (Sun et al.
2011) are employed by heterogeneous GNNs (Fu et al.
2020; Zhang et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019) to select
what neighbors they aggregate features from. For exam-
ple, in an academic graph, “Author-Paper-Author” (APA)
represents co-authorship, while “Author-Paper-Conference-
Paper-Author” (APCPA) indicates a connection between
two authors who attend the same conference. The limitation
of these methods is that meta-paths have to be predefined
manually by domain experts, so they are difficult to be
applied to new datasets. A recent method GTN (Yun et al.
2019) employs the attention mechanism to select adjacency
matrices of edge types, and then multiplies them to generate
meta-paths. Our framework differs from GTN in that we
search for more complex propagation patterns, i.e., meta-
graphs (Zhao et al. 2017) that flexibly combine multiple
meta-paths.
Figure 1: POSE for the IMDB dataset. Solid arrows denote the propagation paths selected by POSE, and dashed ones denote
other possible paths. Aˆtk denotes the normalized adjacency matrix of the edge type tk. Hidden weight matrices and nonlinearity
are omitted in the figure for ease of illustration.
2.3 Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
Neural architecture search (NAS) (Elsken, Metzen, and
Hutter 2019; Yao et al. 2018) has become a promising way to
automatically discover novel neural network architectures.
Pioneer works (Real et al. 2019; Zoph et al. 2018) evaluate
candidate architectures through stand-alone training and
require thousands of GPU days to obtain a good architecture.
Recently, one-shot NAS methods (Cai, Zhu, and Han 2019;
Dong and Yang 2019; Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019;
Pham et al. 2018; Xie et al. 2019; Yao et al. 2020b) have
been proposed to eliminate such expensive computation by
training a single super network whose parameters are shared
by all candidate architectures, and they have improved the
search efficiency by orders of magnitude. Inspired by these
methods, we propose a single path sampling method that
further accelerates the training of the supernet.
GraphNAS (Gao et al. 2019) and AGNN (Zhou et al.
2019) utilize reinforcement learning to search for GNN
architectures. However, they do not explore different neigh-
borhood propagation patterns of GNN (Table 1), and instead
they focus on searching for hyper-parameters (e.g., hidden
dimension, number of attention heads). Due to such limita-
tion, they cannot handle heterogeneous or paired graphs as
POSE.
3 Proposed Framework: POSE
We begin with an example heterogeneous graph to illustrate
the motivation of our search space. Figure 1(a) shows the
schema of the IMDB dataset, where movies are connected
with actors and directors. MDM and MAM are two fre-
quently used meta-paths for this schema to capture two
different relationships between movies. Figure 1(b) and
1(c) show a possible way of how POSE can discover a
propagation model resembling these hand-designed rules,
by selecting propagation matrices and forming appropriate
connections between layers. Skip connections are allowed
in order that multiple propagation paths can be combined
flexibly in a single model.
3.1 Search Space
Here, we describe the details of the super network (see
Figure 1(c)) which covers all candidate propagation models.
In the supernet, the output of the l-th layer is computed based
on outputs of all its predecessors, i.e.,
H(l) =
∑
j<l
fjl(H
(j)), (1)
where fjl(·) denotes a propagation step from the output of
the j-th layer to the l-th layer. Moreover, fjl(·) is a mixed
operation where all candidate propagation matrices Mk ∈
M are combined with non-negative weights αkjl ∈ [0, 1] (see
Figure 1(b)), i.e.,
fjl(H
(j)) =
∑|M|
k=1
αkjl · σ(Mk ·H(j) ·W kjl), (2)
where W kjl denotes the hidden weight matrix associated
with Mk and σ denotes the activation function. Follow-
ing (Dehmamy, Baraba´si, and Yu 2019; Xu et al. 2018),
we concatenate outputs of all intermediate layers along the
feature dimension as the final output of the network.
The search space is huge. For a propagation model with
six layers (the same model size as MixHop (Abu-El-Haija
et al. 2019)) and five candidate propagation matrices, the
size of the search space is 6! × 56 ≈ 107. Before presenting
the search algorithm, we first illustrate the broad applicabil-
ity of the designed search space with three specific graph
types.
Homogeneous Graphs Homogeneous graphs are a fun-
damental representation of graph-structured data with no
extra semantic information, so it is important to extract key
properties encoded in the graph topology. We consider two
normalized versions of the adjacency matrix A, which have
been well analyzed in spectral graph theory (Chung and
Graham 1997) and have been shown to be important for
learning graph moments in the context of GNN (Dehmamy,
Baraba´si, and Yu 2019), as our propagation matrices:
Aˆ = D˜−1A˜ and Aˆs = D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2 , (3)
where A˜ = A + I and D˜ is a diagonal matrix with
D˜ii =
∑
j A˜ij . Second powers of Aˆ and Aˆs have also been
employed by some GNN variants (Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019;
Li et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019) to represent longer distance
propagation, and we add them to M. Besides, we add the
identity matrix I toM to allow variable propagation length.
Heterogeneous Graphs Heterogeneous graphs are dif-
ferent from homogeneous ones because they contain rich
semantic information represented by various composite re-
lations (e.g., meta-paths (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017),
meta-graphs (Zhao et al. 2017)), which are composed of
different basic edge types. To enable POSE to automatically
discover meaningful composite relations and exploit them
for feature propagation, we consider normalized adjacency
matrices of edge types as our propagation matrices:
Aˆtk = D˜
−1
tk
A˜tk , (4)
where tk denotes an edge type. Symmetric normalization
in (3) cannot be applied here since edges in heterogeneous
graphs are directed. Take Figure 1(b) as an example, AˆMA
is selected and information propagates from actors (A) to
movies (M). We also include the identity matrix I in M
to allow variable propagation length. Moreover, our search
space allows skip connections between layers (as in Fig-
ure 1(c)), which enables POSE to form a meta-graph with
multiple semantic paths combined, rather than a single meta-
path as GTN (Yun et al. 2019).
Paired Graphs Many real-world applications require the
model to simultaneously exploit information encoded in
paired graphs from two complementary perspectives (Rao
et al. 2015; Monti, Bronstein, and Bresson 2017; Lozano
et al. 2009). POSE can handle such challenges by searching
for a joint propagation model for paired graphs. Take recom-
mender systems (Monti, Bronstein, and Bresson 2017; Rao
et al. 2015) as an example, data can be represented as a 3-
way tensorH ∈ RN1×N2×d. N1 and N2 denote the number
of entities in the first dimension and the number of entities
in the second dimension respectively. Pairwise relationships
between entities of each dimension are in the form of a
graph with a propagation matrix set, denoted by M1 and
M2 respectively. In this context, (2) is reformulated as:
fjl(H
(j)) =
∑|M1|
k1=1
∑|M2|
k2=1
αk1,k2jl · gk1,k2jl (H(j)), (5)
where gk1,k2jl (H
(j)) = σ(H(j)×1Mk11 ×2Mk22 ×3W k1,k2jl ),
and ×n means the n-mode product of a tensor with a
matrix (Kolda and Bader 2009).
3.2 Search Algorithm
Bi-level Formulation Let ω denote the parameters (hid-
den weight matrices and biases) of the super network, and α
be the collection of all αjl. Following (Liu, Simonyan, and
Yang 2019; Yao et al. 2020b; Pham et al. 2018), we aim to
solve a bi-level optimization problem:
min
α
Lval(ω∗(α), α), s.t. ω∗(α) = arg min
ω
Ltra(ω, α), (6)
where Lval and Ltra represent the validation loss and the
training loss respectively. While ω∗(α) is coupled with
α in (6), such an issue can be empirically addressed by
approximating ω∗(α) with the current ω (Cai, Zhu, and Han
2019; Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019; Yao et al. 2020b;
Dong and Yang 2019). Then the optimization progresses
in an alternating manner, where in the first phase of each
iteration α is fixed and ω is updated based on Ltra(ω, α),
and in the second phase α is updated based on Lval(ω, α)
while ω being fixed.
Differentiating Argmax Operation However, the above
optimization procedure may not be well consistent with our
final goal, i.e., to derive a good child model from the trained
supernet, because to obtain the final child model we only
select the most important propagation matrix from each
mixed operation. Moreover, directly training the entire su-
pernet is more time-consuming than training a child model,
because all candidate propagation paths in the supernet need
to be computed. These motivations lead us to propose a
single path sampling method to facilitate the training of
the supernet. Specifically, in each iteration we consider
transforming αjl into α¯jl:
α¯kjl =
{
αkjl k = arg maxk′ α
k′
jl
0 otherwise
. (7)
With (7) only the path associated with the maximum weight
needs to be computed to obtain ∂Ltra(ω, α¯)/∂ω. However,
the transformation from αjl to α¯jl in (7) is not differ-
entiable and at first glance prevents us from computing
∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂αjl. We address this issue with an interme-
diate softmax approximation:
α¯kjl = limt→0+ α
k
jl · h(k; t), (8)
where h(k; t) = exp
(
αkjl/t
)
/
∑|M|
p=1 exp (
αpjl/t), and t > 0
is a temperature parameter. Then, (8) enables us to compute
∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂αjl approximately, and as shown by Proposi-
tion 1, αjl can also be updated in a single path way like ω.
Besides, the estimator proposed in (8) can also be regarded
as a generalization of the straight-through estimator (STE)
(Bengio, Le´onard, and Courville 2013) from the binary case
to the categorical case. We provide the proof of Proposition 1
in Appendix A.
Proposition 1 Let k∗ = arg maxk αkjl.
1). limt→0+ ∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂αkjl = 0 for k 6= k∗;
2). limt→0+ ∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂αk∗jl = ∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂α¯k
∗
jl .
Complete Algorithm The search algorithm for POSE
based on the above discussion is described in Algorithm 1.
Note that the softmax approximation in (8) is only employed
for intermediate analysis, and we do not need it in the final
algorithm. In the i-th iteration, we sample a single path α∗jl
for each αjl:
α∗jl =
{
αk
∗
jl with probability 1− i
rand({αkjl}|M|k=1) with probability i
, (9)
where rand(·) means sampling one element from the given
set randomly and uniformly, and here one path from all
candidate propagation paths. i ∈ (0, 1) is a small hyper-
parameter that encourages exploring different propagation
paths at the beginning and decreases to 0 as i increases
(using a decay factor of 0.9 in our experiments). Forward
and backward propagations for updating both ω and α are
only performed along the sampled paths (step 5-6), which
accelerates the training of the super network. To derive the
child model, we first examine αjl to obtain the propagation
matrix associated with αk
∗
jl , and then we decide which layer
the l-th layer is connected to by selecting from its previous
layers (j < l) the one with the maximum αk
∗
jl .
Algorithm 1 Search algorithm for POSE
1: Construct a super network based on (2) for the given
graph learning problem;
2: Randomly initialize architectural hyper-parameters α
and parameters ω;
3: for each iteration i do
4: Sample a single path α∗jl for each αjl as in (9). The
collection of all α∗jl is denoted by α
∗;
5: Update ω via ω = ω − ηω∇ωLtra(ω, α∗) along a
single path;
6: Update α∗ via α∗ = α∗ − ηα∇α∗Lval(ω, α∗) along a
single path (by Proposition 1);
7: end for
8: return Derived child model.
3.3 Comparison with One-shot NAS Algorithms
Table 2 summarizes the difference between POSE and other
one-shot NAS algorithms. Note that ENAS (Pham et al.
2018) can also avoid computing redundant paths when α
is updated by policy gradient, however, it has been proven
to be less effective than gradient-based methods due to the
instability of reinforcement learning process (Zela, Siems,
and Hutter 2020).
Method Updating ω Updating α
DARTS 7 7
NASP 3 7
GDAS 3 7
ENAS 3 3
POSE 3 3
Table 2: Comparison of POSE with existing one-shot NAS
algorithms. 3 and 7 indicate whether updating is performed
along a single path.
The most related one-shot NAS method to ours is
NASP (Yao et al. 2020b), which discretizes αjl as in (7).
However, NASP updates αjl with the gradient computed
at α¯jl, i.e., ∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂α¯jl, which requires forward and
backward propagations along all candidate paths of the
mixed operation, because the gradient at α¯kjl (k 6= k∗), i.e.,
∂Lval(ω, α¯)/∂α¯kjl (k 6= k∗), is non-zero even though α¯kjl =
0 (k 6= k∗) itself. Different from NASP, we analyze the
gradient with respect to αjl directly via an intermediate
softmax approximation, and show that αjl can be updated
more efficiently. In the forward propagation when updating
α, the computational time POSE needs is roughly 1/|M| of
that of NASP, and POSE also uses less memory because we
do not need to track history along the other unsampled paths
for later backward differentiation.
4 Experiments
Here we empirically evaluate POSE on three different appli-
cations and compare against other state-of-the-art models.
We implement all code using PyTorch and all experiments
are conducted on one RTX 2080 Ti GPU with 11GB mem-
ory. Propagation matrices are implemented as sparse tensors
for efficient storage and computation.
4.1 Graph Learning Applications
Homogeneous Graphs We evaluate POSE on the node
classification task using Cora, Pubmed (Sen et al. 2008),
and Coauthor CS (Shchur et al. 2018). Both Lval and Ltra
are cross-entropy in this setting. We use the same dataset
splits as in (Kipf and Welling 2017) for Cora and Pubmed,
and for Coauthor CS we randomly sample 20 nodes per class
as the training set, 30 nodes per class as the validation set,
and the remaining nodes for testing. Following the model
size of MixHop (Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019), we search for six
layer models on Cora and Pubmed, and four layer models on
Coauthor CS. For each dataset, we run the search algorithm
three times with different random seeds, and decide the final
propagation model for testing based on its validation error
evaluated using weights of the trained supernet. We fine-
tune the hyper-parameters of the selected model and retrain
it from scratch for testing. Statistics of datasets and detailed
descriptions of experimental setup are provided in Appendix
B. We compare against hand-designed propagation models
including GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017), GAT (Velicˇkovic´
et al. 2018), SGC (Wu et al. 2019), JK-GCN (Xu et al. 2018)
and MixHop (Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019). We also compare
against AGNN (Zhou et al. 2019) with parameter sharing
which performs better than GraphNAS (Gao et al. 2019).
In Table 3, we report the average node classification
accuracy of ten runs of the searched model against baselines
on each dataset. It is interesting to observe that no hand-
designed propagation models perform consistently well on
three datasets. As a comparison, POSE achieves the best
performance on all datasets, which verifies the benefit of
combinatorial generalization (Battaglia et al. 2018) of hand-
designed propagation models. Besides, POSE also outper-
forms AGNN, which further proves the effectiveness of
GCN GAT SGC JK-GCN MixHop AGNN POSE
Cora 82.1±0.2 83.0±0.2 81.0±0.0 83.2±0.2 83.0±0.2 82.7±0.6 84.1±0.3
Pubmed 79.2±0.4 79.0±0.3 78.9±0.0 79.2±0.4 79.4±0.2 79.0±0.5 80.2±0.1
Coauthor CS 90.1±0.1 90.5±0.6 90.7±0.0 89.5±0.2 89.7±0.3 90.8±0.1 90.9±0.1
Table 3: Node classification accuracy (%) for homogeneous graphs.
DeepWalk metapath2vec GCN GAT HAN GTN POSE
DBLP 91.2±0.5 93.1±0.1 91.9±0.2 92.0±0.1 92.6±0.3 94.2±0.2 94.7±0.1
ACM 79.3±1.1 67.7±0.7 90.5±0.2 91.0±0.1 92.3±0.1 92.2±0.3 93.1±0.2
IMDB 48.0±0.7 43.4±1.1 53.6±0.3 54.3±0.5 57.9±0.2 59.5±0.8 60.2±0.5
Table 4: Node classification macro-F1 (%) for heterogeneous graphs.
our search space that focuses on neighborhood propagation
patterns.
Heterogeneous Graphs We use the same datasets and
splits as GTN (Yun et al. 2019): DBLP, ACM and IMDB.
The procedures of search and evaluation are similar to the
homogeneous setting and are described in Appendix B.
Following the model size of GTN (Yun et al. 2019), we
search for four layer models on all datasets. We compare
against unsupervised methods including DeepWalk (Per-
ozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014) and metapath2vec (Dong,
Chawla, and Swami 2017), homogeneous GNNs including
GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and GAT (Velicˇkovic´ et al.
2018), and heterogeneous GNNs including HAN (Wang
et al. 2019) and GTN (Yun et al. 2019).
In Table 4, we report the node classification macro-F1
score averaging ten runs of the searched model compared
with baselines on each dataset. For DeepWalk, we run it
on the whole graph ignoring the heterogeneity. For meta-
path2vec, GCN and GAT, following (Dong, Chawla, and
Swami 2017; Wang et al. 2019), we run them on subgraphs
that are extracted based on predefined candidate meta-paths
and report the best performance. For HAN, we use the
meta-paths from the original paper. As can be observed,
POSE achieves the best performance on all three datasets.
Compared with GTN that learns meta-paths, POSE is able
to discover a more expressive meta-graph as the propagation
pattern (see Section 4.3), which accounts for the improve-
ment.
Paired Graphs We evaluate POSE on the task of ge-
ometric matrix completion using two recommender sys-
tem datasets, MovieLens and Flixster (Monti, Bronstein,
and Bresson 2017), along with a spatial-temporal dataset
CCDS (Lozano et al. 2009). Different from the first two
settings, here we use mean squared error as the loss function.
Both MovieLens and Flixster contain a user graph and an
item graph, while CCDS only contains one graph encoding
spatial distances. For MovieLens and Flixster, we follow the
splits in (Monti, Bronstein, and Bresson 2017). For CCDS,
we randomly sample records of 40% locations and 40%
timestamps for testing, and divide the remaining records
in half for training and validation. Detailed descriptions
of datasets and experimental setup are provided in Ap-
pendix B. We compare with GRALS (Rao et al. 2015) and
RMGCNN (Monti, Bronstein, and Bresson 2017) that are
able to utilize information of paired graphs.
GRALS RMGCNN POSE
MovieLens 0.945±0.001 0.922±0.001 0.917±0.001
Flixster 1.020±0.004 0.946±0.008 0.915±0.007
CCDS 1.019±0.038 0.970±0.107 0.796±0.023
Table 5: Testing RMSE on geometric matrix completion.
In Table 5, we report the average testing RMSE of
the searched model against baselines on each dataset. On
MovieLens and Flixster, POSE outperforms GRALS and
RMGCNN, which shows that the searched joint propagation
model better exploit information of paired graphs simulta-
neously. When there is only one graph available for CCDS,
POSE also obtains a better model than baselines. Moreover,
on MovieLens and Flixster we test POSE with only the
user graph or the item graph and report the better perfor-
mance of the two, which is 1.019±0.001 on MovieLens and
1.013±0.004 on Flixster. These results support our claim
that paired graphs contain complementary information.
4.2 Search Efficiency
We compare the search efficiency of Algorithm 1 with
several one-shot NAS methods including DARTS (second
order), NASP, GDAS, ENAS and AGNN. We run these
algorithms for 50 epochs on Coauthor CS and ACM, and
for 500 epochs on MovieLens. The initial 0 is set to 0.3 for
Coauthor CS, and 0.5 for the other two. Figure 2 shows how
the mean and standard deviation of validation errors across
three runs of each method change over time. We can see that
the validation error for POSE decreases faster than DARTS,
NASP and GDAS. Although the search time of AGNN and
ENAS is comparable to ours, the policy gradient method
they employ exhibits larger variance during the search and
cannot optimize the objective as effectively as POSE within
the same time period.
Table 6 summarizes the search cost (three times in total)
of POSE and NASP, compared with the cost of evaluation
which requires training the searched model from scratch
(a) Coauthor CS. (b) ACM. (c) MovieLens.
Figure 2: Comparison of the search algorithm for POSE (Algorithm 1) with existing NAS algorithms.
POSE NASP Evaluation
Coauthor CS 15.6 37.1 21.5
ACM 11.3 21.7 4.5
MovieLens 150.0 204.3 842.4
Table 6: Search cost vs. evaluation cost (in seconds).
once. POSE takes much less time to finish the search than
NASP, which verifies our analysis in Section 3.3. Compared
with the evaluation cost, the time taken by the search is
acceptable.
4.3 Case Study: The Searched Meta-graphs
We visualize the searched propagation models on DBLP and
IMDB in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), we observe two different
propagation steps. Paper nodes first aggregate information
from conference nodes (i.e., by AˆPC), and then author nodes
aggregate information from paper nodes (i.e., by AˆAP). This
pattern is similar to the widely-used hand-designed meta-
path APCPA in the sense that both papers and conferences
are beneficial for predicting labels of authors. However,
the difference is that authors do not exchange information
between each other. Figure 3(b) exhibits a meta-graph that
is comprised of multiple propagation paths. The propagation
path from H(0) to H(4) via H(1) corresponds to the meta-
path MDM, besides which there also exist A → M and
D → M. This composite propagation pattern makes sense
because genres of movies are related to both actors and
directors. Interestingly, these paths are the top three ranked
by attention in the GTN paper (see Table 3 in (Yun et al.
2019)). However, GTN cannot combine multiple meta-paths
in a meta-graph like POSE.
4.4 Ablation Study
In Table 7, we study the influence of the initial 0 of
Algorithm 1 on the performance of the searched models
for homogeneous graphs. The procedures of search and
evaluation are the same as in Table 3. 0 = 0.3 achieves
better performance for Cora, while for Pubmed 0 = 0 is
better. For Coauthor CS, 0 = 0.3 and 0 = 0.5 obtain
(a) DBLP. (b) IMDB.
Figure 3: Searched models in heterogeneous graphs.
Cora Pubmed Coauthor CS
POSE (single-level) 82.1±0.2 80.1±0.2 90.8±0.1
POSE (full) 82.7±0.1 78.7±0.3 89.5±0.2
POSE (0 = 0) 83.5±0.3 80.2±0.1 90.6±0.1
POSE (0 = 0.3) 84.1±0.3 79.7±0.1 90.9±0.1
POSE (0 = 0.5) 83.4±0.2 79.0±0.2 90.9±0.1
Table 7: Ablation study results (%).
the same propagation model and the performance becomes
worse when 0 is larger than 0.5. Besides, we report the
performance of POSE (single-level) which optimizes both
ω and α on the union of the training set and the validation
set. The performance of POSE (single-level) is comparable
to its bi-level counterpart on Pubmed and Coauthor CS, but
is worse on Cora. We also test POSE (full) which optimizes
all αkjl of each mixed operation αjl simultaneously instead
of sampling, but its performance is worse than POSE on all
three datasets. This observation is consistent with (Zela et al.
2020) and supports the motivation of our search algorithm.
5 Conclusion
This work explores the direction of combinatorial general-
ization of hand-designed GNN modules. From another per-
spective, we apply NAS to a new domain other than vision
tasks and provide new feedback for AutoML. We present
key contributions on both the design of the search space and
the search algorithm. We will study the convergence of our
proposed algorithm in the future.
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A Proof
We provide the proof of Proposition 1 as following. For
simplicity, we use Lval to denote Lval(ω, α¯) in Proposition 1.
According to the chain rule, we have:
∂Lval
∂αkjl
=
∂Lval
∂H(l)
∂H(l)
∂αkjl
=
∂Lval
∂H(l)
|M|∑
q=1
∂fjl
∂α¯qjl
∂α¯qjl
∂αkjl
. (10)
Recall that in (8) we use an intermediate softmax function
to approximate the discrete transformation of (7):
α¯kjl ≈ αkjl · h(k; t), (11)
where h(k; t) = exp
(
αkjl/t
)
/
∑|M|
p=1 exp (
αpjl/t), and t > 0
is a temperature parameter. Based on (11), we have:
∂α¯qjl
∂αkjl
= δqkh(q; t) + α
q
jl
∂h(q; t)
∂αkjl
, (12)
where if q equals k, δqk = 1, otherwise δqk = 0. Combin-
ing (10) and (12), and note that limt→0+ ∂h(q; t)/∂αkjl = 0,
then we get:
limt→0+
∂Lval
∂αkjl
= limt→0+
∂Lval
∂H(l)
∂fjl
∂α¯kjl
h(k; t) (13)
= limt→0+
∂Lval
∂α¯kjl
h(k; t). (14)
Since limt→0+ h(k∗; t) = 1, and limt→0+ h(k; t) = 0 for
k 6= k∗, we finish the proof.
B Supplementary Descriptions of
Experimental Setup
Homogeneous Graphs Statistics of three homogeneous
graphs are summarized in Table 8. We run the search
algorithm for 50 epochs. During the search, we optimize α
using Adam with a learning rate of 0.01, and we optimize ω
using Adam with a learning rate of 0.01 and weight decay
of 5 × 10−4. The hidden dimension is set to 16, and no
dropout is used for the one-shot model. We initialize each
αkjl around 0.5 with tiny random perturbation. For each
dataset, we fine-tune the hyper-parameters of the model
derived after search on the validation set and retrain it
from scratch for testing. The tuning is performed using grid
search over: learning rates in {0.005, 0.01}, weight decay in
{5×10−4, 1×10−3, 5×10−3, 1×10−2}, hidden dimensions
in {16, 32, 64}, dropout in {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}.
Heterogeneous Graphs Statistics of three heterogeneous
graphs are summarized in Table 9. DBLP contains four types
of edges: PA, AP, PC and CP, and authors (A) are labeled
by their research areas. ACM contains four types of edges:
PA, AP, PS and SP, and papers (P) are labeled by areas.
IMDB contains four types of edges: MD, DM, MA and AM,
and movies (M) are labeled by their genres.
We run the search algorithm for 50 epochs three times.
During the search, we optimize α using Adam with a
learning rate of 0.05, and we optimize ω using Adam with a
Cora Pubmed Coauthor CS
# Nodes 2708 19717 18333
# Edges 5429 44338 81894
# Classes 7 3 15
# Training 140 60 300
# Validation 500 500 450
# Testing 1000 1000 17583
Table 8: Statistics of homogeneous graphs.
DBLP ACM IMDB
# Nodes 18405 8994 12624
# Edges 67946 25922 37288
# Classes 4 3 3
# Edge types 4 4 4
# Training 800 600 300
# Validation 400 300 300
# Testing 2857 2125 2339
Table 9: Statistics of heterogeneous graphs.
learning rate of 0.005 and weight decay of 0.001. The hidden
dimension is set to 64 and no dropout is used. α is initialized
using the same strategy as the homogeneous setting. The
hyper-parameters of the model derived after search are fine-
tuned using grid search over: learning rates in {0.005, 0.01,
0.02}, weight decay in {0.001, 0.002, 0.005}, dropout in
{0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}.
Paired Graphs Statistics of paired graphs we use are
summarized in Table 10. Following (Monti, Bronstein, and
Bresson 2017), the training/testing split of MovieLens is
0.8/0.2, and we separate 1/4 from the original training set
as the validation set for optimizing α. The training/testing
split of Flixster is 0.9/0.1, and we separate 1/6 from the
original training set as the validation set for optimizing
α. The split of CCDS is described in the main body. The
number of layers is set to 10, and the hidden dimension is
set to 32. Following (Monti, Bronstein, and Bresson 2017),
we employ a LSTM to diffuse incremental values output by
each layer. We run the search algorithm for 500 epochs three
times. We optimize α using Adam with a learning rate of
0.001, and we optimize ω using Adam with a learning rate
of 0.001. The initial 0 is set to 0.5. The hyper-parameters
for the evaluation are the same as those for the search.
MovieLens Flixster CCDS
# Rows 943 3000 125
# Columns 1682 3000 156
# Records 100000 26173 19500
Table 10: Statistics of paired graphs.
